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My career

Commercial Academic

I authored more than 170 papers and books and I also filed 2 invention disclosures



Honorable Steven Joyce (minister for everything)

Minister for Economic Development 
Minister of Science and Innovation 
Minister for Tertiary Education, Skills and Employment

Steven Joyce wants the economy to grow so that everybody is happy and he gets re-elected.




I poor millions of dollars into universities, what am I getting for it?

Graduating students

Universities should help companies to make money

I have no direct way to control what all those academics research

Lets guide them with a carrot because they do not know what is good for the country



University of Canterbury is in financial trouble

The government agreed to help with $260 but only for science and engineering.



National Science Challenge

 To enhance New Zealand’s capacity to use physical 
sciences and engineering for economic growth. 

Ask the public to define what scientists should be doing.

Based on input from everybody a funding call was made.

Science for Technological Innovation 



If we knew what it was we 
were doing, it would not be 
called research, would it?

Plato: I know that I do not know!

Not the same as: I do not know!



Competitive Collaborative Funding

You have all the academic freedom you want, but we will only give you money if you involve a company

Competitive funding is great for reducing funding. If you do net get any funding, then you are a bad researcher.



University Administration plays the game. We have the smartest and best dressed people, let them patent all sorts of things.

Eindhoven University of Technology claims IP rights for all works by their staff and students



Technology Transfer Office

The researchers disclose their inventions to the technology transfer office

The office assesses the value, files the patent and sells it to companies



We sell the IP to Google for millions



University Output

Students Academics Inventions Licenses sold Publications

TUE ~9,000 1,974 15 2 2,783

UC ~12,000 726 11 2 3,077

It has been shown that the majority of Technology Transfer Offices do not make a profit.

The overhead costs are too high, academics are not particularly eager.




Patents by academics
Table 2. Academic inventors in France, Italy, and Sweden

srosseforP * Academic  
inventors**

Academic inv. 
(%)**

Academic inv.,  
incl. unchecked***

Academic inv.,  
incl. unchecked (%)***

 18.5 958,1 48.3 822,1 600,23 ecnarF

 99.3 313,1 68.3 862,1 688,23 ylatI

 53.4 035 31.4 305 571,21 nedewS

Notes: * Professors active in 2004 (Italy, Sweden) or 2005 (France). Professors are defined here as: assistant, associate, and full 
professors (Italy); maitre a conference and professor (France); forsk lektorate, docent, lektorate and full professor (Sweden) 

 ** Data from checked professor–inventor matches (professors confirmed to be the inventors) 
 *** All records, checked and unchecked (excl. records for which professors denied being the inventors)

Lissoni, F., Llerena, P., McKelvey, M., & Sanditov, B. (2008). Academic patenting in Europe:  
new evidence from the KEINS database. Research Evaluation, 17(2), 87-102.
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Figure 3a.  Academic patent applications from France, Italy, and Sweden, by technology and year 
Note:  Technologies defined as in DT-7/OST patent reclassification (OST, 2004: 513)

Pharma and Biotech have the largest increase



Ownership of patents

Figure 6. Ownership of academic patents by domestic inventors in France, Italy, Sweden, and the USA, 

1994–2001 (granted patents only) 

Notes:  US patent/inventor pair data from Thursby et al (2006) 
1. US data include no-profit organizations (4.2% of total obs.); all data include co-assigned patents 
2. US data include "unassigned" 
3. European data include public laboratories 
(Missing obs.: 58, all for Italy) 
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The IP Game has failed

At least in Europe



Technology Transfer

It looks like universities are a total failure.

Only if we consider patents to be the only indicator for technology transfer.

Consultancy, publications, graduates and collaborative projects are much more important means for technology transfer

Administrators love simple figures to measure success

In science we use references to acknowledge previous work, products do not list what they are based upon. (sometimes 
mention a patent)




The contributions of academia is invisible. Products do not carry references to prior scientific work.



We should put references onto products!



Incentives

As an academic, is it worthwhile to try to patent an idea when I can I simply publish it?

By publishing an idea I make it available for everybody

Competitive market forces will urge all companies to use my solution

IP Games inhibit technology transfer




Nobel Prize
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Commitment & Expertise

It requires a committed and knowledgeable person to take an idea to the market.

Academics might be both, but if they wanted a commercial career then they would have left years ago.

If all academics would leave to start their company then there would be no teachers left.

Technology Transfer Office lacks expertise.



Graduates

Only graduates have the commitment and expertise to bring an idea to the market.

The IP policy of TUE is inhibiting this.



Why does it fail?



Pirsig’s Quality Patterns

intellectual

social

biological

inorganic

subjective

objective

patterns are organized in time the eveloved
Intellect level: science, philosophy, math => superior to social and biological
social level: family, church and government => superior to biological level
biological level: senses of touch, sight, hearing, smell, taste and value
from a biological point of view adultery makes sense, but it is suppressed by social level => supremacy



Biological man does not create his society any more than soil creates a tree. 

The pattern of the tree is dependent upon the minerals in the soil and would die without them, but the tree’s pattern is not 
created by the soil’s chemical pattern. 

It is hostile to the soil’s chemical pattern. It exploits the soil, devours the soil for its own purposes.



social

intellectual

Truth stands independently of social opinion.

It is better for an idea to destroy a society than it is for a society to destroy an idea





What if anything would ever 
change your mind?

The Bible is the Word of God. 
I admit that that's where I 
start from. As far as the word 
of God is concerned, no 
one's ever going to convince 
me that the word of God is 
not true.

HAM

We would need just one 
piece of evidence.

Nye



Flock Worker’s Lung

David Kern of Brown university found a rare lung illness in association with Microfibre Incorporated

Initial consultancy.

Microfibre objected to the publication of the results.

Brown University prohibited publication.

David published anyway.

Brown University closed down David Kerns research lab

flock worker’s lung was officially recognised.



Conclusions

Science 
Society

Science is not the solution for many societal problems

Science is independent and superior to society

Science has an interest in improving society, we do not need to be told what to do.



Conclusions

Intellectual Property

Why do we fail? Because the IP game is unsuitable for academia!

Universities are no companies

Academic innovations are best executed without patents.

Graduates and inventors need to turn knowledge into products!



Conclusions

Science and innovation are unpredictable! 

Every attempt to control it is counterproductive!




Thank you.
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Figure 5. Academic patents as percentage of all patents by domestic inventors, 1985–2000, all and selected 
technologies 

Source:  DT-7/OST patent reclassification (OST, 2004: 513)



Academic patenting in Europe 

Figure 1.  Academic patent applications, by country, 1978–2002 
Note:  Academic scientists active in 2004 (further restrictions for France)
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Figure 7.  Ownership of academic patents, selected technologies, 1994–2001 

Note:  Missing obs.: 74


